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Abstract. Web browsers represent an under-exploited data deposit. In
this paper, we propose Snob, a decentralized query execution engine for
SPARQL query execution over RDF data hosted in a P2P network of
web browsers.
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Introduction

Web Browsers are certainly the most deployed execution environment in the
world and currently represent an under-exploited data deposit. Browsers are
in direct contact with end-users, they are able to capture their location, their
history of browsing and their perceptions of the real world. However, querying
data over a large-scale network of browsers is challenging.
Many works address the problems of data management in Peer-to-Peer networks [6]. However, decentralizing data in browsers raises some specific issues.
First, a network of browsers gathers a very large number of browsers with few
RDF data hosted in browsers. This raises the problem of source selection when
executing a SPARQL query over a very large number of relevant sources [3].
Second, a large number of browsers are now running on mobile phones. The
query execution has to save bandwidth and battery. Finally, connections between browsers rely on the WebRTC3 standard that does not have routing.
Consequently, communication costs with distant neighbors are expansive. Therefore, during query execution direct neighbors must be considered as privileged
relevant data sources.
In this paper 4 , we propose Snob, an approach for executing SPARQL queries
over a network of browsers5 . We assume that browsers are connected in an unstructured network based on periodic peer-sampling [5], i.e., each browser is
connected to a bounded random subset of the network that is renewed periodically during a shuffling. A SPARQL query running in a browser can be seen as a
federated SPARQL query executed after each shuffling where neighbors are the
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data sources. As data sources are renewed every shuffling, the query execution
will eventually continue to produce new results after each shuffling. This ensures
that the number of messages exchanged with neighbors is constant per shuffling
and every query makes progress at each shuffling. However, as progression can
be slow, we build a second overlay network where browsers are connected to a
fixed number of browsers that process similar queries.
This paper presents the following contributions: (i) Snob a SPARQL query
execution model over RDF data hosted in a network of browsers. (ii) A semantic
overlay network based on query containment. (iii) Experimentation shows that
the number of results produced by queries grows with the number of running
queries in the network. The semantic overlay network is able to speed up the
number of produced results when fewer queries are running simultaneously.

2

The Snob Approach

Snob relies on four key ideas:
1. Browsers are connected through an unstructured network (RPS network)
based on periodic peer-sampling [5], i.e., periodically, each browser shuffles its
local view on the network with the local view of its neighbors. This prevents
the network to be partitioned. Compared to structured networks, unstructured
network tolerates high churn and high expressiveness of queries [6][chapter 16].
2. A browser evaluates its queries as federated queries using only its direct
neighbors as data sources. Later, it waits for the next shuffling that will bring
new data sources. Such approach regulates the network traffic, i.e., a browser
can only send a number of messages bounded to the number of direct neighbors
per shuffling.
3. To speed up query execution, we promote the sharing of intermediate results. Sharing intermediate results replicates and aggregates data. Consequently,
the probability that a browser meets another one with relevant intermediate results after l shuffling is improved [4].
4. A Semantic Overlay Network (SON) [1] built on top of the unstructured
network that selects as neighbors, for each browser, the k-best browsers processing similar queries. The profile of a browser is used for ranking them. A profile
is the set of the triple patterns of the SPARQL queries under processing. The
similarity of two profiles is based on triple patterns containment relationships
(v). Given 2 triple patterns tpi , tpj , we define a scoring function St (tpi, tpj) : N
such that : St (tpi v tpj ∧ tpj v tpi)  St (tpi v tpj)  St (tpi w tpj). So
given
two browsers profiles Bi , Bj , we define a scoring function Sb (Bi , Bj ) =
P
tpi ∈Bi ,tpj ∈Bj St (tpi , tpj ). After each shuffling, each browser recomputes its kbest neighbors with new neighbors discovered by the RPS.
Figure 1 shows browsers hosting data from Diseasome and Linked MDB.
Browsers B1 − B4 executes queries over Diseasome, B6 − B9 over LinkedMDB
and B5 over both. The RPS network ensures that all browsers are connected
through a random graph, browsers profiles make the clustered network converging towards two communities. B1 − B4 will be highly connected because they
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Fig. 1: Random Peer Sampling and SeFig. 2: Average query completeness.
mantic Overlay Networks
execute queries over Diseasome, while B6 − B9 will be grouped together due
their interest in LinkedMDB. B5 is connected to both communities.
Query Execution At a given time, a browser Bi has a fixed number of neighbors: k neighbors in the random peer sampling layer, and l neighbors in the
semantic overlay network. Typical values of k and l are logarithmic to the size of
the whole network. Each browser exposes to its neighbors a triple pattern interface. The browser is able to process an incoming triple pattern query and return
results to the triple pattern query originator. Incoming triple pattern queries are
processed over local data and intermediate results.
Suppose that the browser Bi processes the query Qi . Qi is processed like a
federated query over its k+l neighbors considered as data sources. In this setting,
there are few differences with federated query processing: (i) The federation is
incomplete, i.e., the federation will change at the next shuffling. Therefore, Bi
has to keep intermediate results for continuing processing when new sources are
discovered. (ii) Shuffling could bring already visited data sources, even these
browsers have been already visited, queries have to be re-executed. Because
intermediate results hosted by visited browsers could have been changed.
As the size of local data is small in our context, after each shuffling, Bi
processes as following: (i) for each triple pattern tpj of query Qi , evaluates tpj
over all its neighbors and updates its datasets. (ii) Execute Qi and eventually
produces new results. (iii) Sleep until next shuffling and only answers to triple
pattern requests from direct neighbors.

3

Experimental Study

Snob source code is available at 6 . Snob uses RDFStore-js as a local data store
and local query engine. We use the real datasets Diseasome7 and Linked Movies
Database8 (LinkedMDB). We generated 100 queries per dataset using PATH and
STAR shaped templates with two to eight triple patterns that are instantiated
with random values from the dataset. We removed the queries that caused the
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query engine to abort execution. This results in 100 queries from LinkedMDB
and 96 queries from Diseasome. For these queries, we extracted triple patterns,
each triple pattern of the query is executed as a SPARQL construct query and
produces a fragment that we split into two sub-fragments. Sub-fragments are
randomly distributed across the clients, each client hosts at least one fragment.
We set up a network of 196 clients in two configurations: one with only RPS
where each client has 10 random neighbors, and another with RPS+SON where
each browser has 5 random neighbors and 5 neighbors in SON. Results presented
are the average of three successive executions of 100 rounds. A round corresponds
to a query execution after a periodic shuffle where the shuffling time is set to 10
minutes. Figure 2 presents the pourcentage of completeness of query answers,
i.e. the pourcentage of produced answers w.r.t the total number of answers, per
round for three different configurations. The total number of queries answers
is computed in a centralized setting where all data are loaded. Firstly for 49
queries (quarter), secondly for 98 queries (half) and finally for 196 queries (all).
As we can see, RPS+SON provides better query completeness when less queries
are running in the network. When every browser runs a query, then proportional
replication of intermediate results is enough.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Snob, a query execution model for SPARQL query
over RDF data hosted in a network of browsers. Snob allows semantic application developpers to exploit RDF stored in browsers. This work opens several
perspectives. First, data exchange between browsers has to be optimized when a
data source is revisited to optimize the traffic. Second, intermediate results could
be streamed on the semantic overlay network. Finally, a DHT service could be
implemented in browsers to speed up the discovery of similar queries in the
network.
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